2018 WBSC Women’s Baseball World Cup
Canada vs 2018 WNT
Aug 31, 2018 at Viera, Fla. (USSSA Space Coast)

Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 R H E
Canada 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 5 8 10 3
2018 WNT 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 5 9 0

Canada starters: 5/dh LUCHANSKI, N; 9/2b GELINAS, D; 2/lf LALOR, K; 7/1b PSOTA, K; 11/lf FLANNIGAN, J; 6/cf VALCKE, M; 12/3b STEPHENSON,A; 20/cf ROSS, K; 17/ss BOYD, V; 19/p ASAY, A; 9/c KIMBRELL, A; 17/lf HUGO, A; 3/cf GOMEZ, B; 28/p SCHUTTE, B.

Canada 1st - LUCHANSKI, N flied out to lf (1-2). GELINAS, D singled to third base (2-2). LALOR, K struck out swinging (1-2). PSOTA, K singled to right field (1-2). GELINAS, D advanced to second. FLANNIGAN, J flied out to if (0-1). 0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.

2018 WNT 1st - GORTAREZ, J walked (3-1). GIANELLONI,A flied out to c (3-2). ROSS, K hit by pitch (1-1). BOYD, V infield fly to p (1-0). ROSS, K advanced to second on a throwing error by p, advanced to third. UNDERWOOD, M advanced to second on a wild pitch. BALTZELL, M walked (3-0). COBB, M singled to center field, RBI (0-0); BALTZELL, M advanced to second; UNDERWOOD, M advanced to third; GORTAREZ, J scored, unearned. LHANERS, K struck out swinging (3-2). KIMBRELL, A hit by pitch, RBI (1-2); COBB, M advanced to second; BALTZELL, M advanced to third; UNDERWOOD, M scored. PIANO, S to p for MEIDLINGER,M. LUCHANSKI, N flied out to lf (1-0). GELINAS, D grounded out to 3b (1-1). LALOR, K grounded out to 2b (2-1). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Canada 2nd - VALCKE, M doubled to left field (0-0). STEPHENSON,A flied out to c (3-2). ROSS, K hit by pitch (1-1). BOYD, V infield fly to p (1-0). ROSS, K advanced to second on a wild pitch; VALCKE(2-1); GORTAREZ, J advanced to second. UNDERWOOD, M doubled to left field, RBI (0-0); GORTAREZ, J advanced to third; LUCHANSKI, N grounded out to second (3-2). 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.

2018 WNT 2nd - GOMES, B struck out looking (3-2). GORTAREZ, J through the left side (0-1). GIANELLONI,A popped up to 3b (0-0). UNDERWOOD, M singled to center field (0-1); GORTAREZ, J advanced to second. BALTZELL, M flied out to rf (0-0). 0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.

Canada 3rd - GELINAS, D walked (3-2). LALOR, K grounded into double play ss to 2b to 1b (0-0); GELINAS, D out on the play. PSOTA, K grounded out to ss (1-1). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

2018 WNT 3rd - COBB, M grounded out to ss (0-2). LHANERS, K singled through the left side (0-0). KIMBRELL, A fould out to 3b (1-1). HUGO, A grounded out to p, bunt (0-0). 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.

Canada 4th - FLANNIGAN, J grounded out to 2b (1-0). VALCKE, M out looking (0-2). STEPHENSON,A lined out to ss (2-1). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

2018 WNT 4th - GOMES, B grounded out to ss (1-1). GORTAREZ, J grounded out to 3b (3-1). GIANELLONI,A grounded out to p (0-1). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Canada 5th - ROSS, K walked (3-2). WILLAN, M pinch hit for BOYD, V. WILLAN, M grounded into double play ss to 2b to 1b (0-0); GELINAS, D advanced to third; ROSS, K advanced to second; LUCHANSKI, N scored, ROSS, K scored. LALOR, K popped up to 1b (0-0). PSOTA, K out at first 1b to p (2-2). 3 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

2018 WNT 5th - GELINAS, D to ss. WILLAN, M to 2b. UNDERWOOD, M flied out to lf (1-2). BALTZELL, M out at first 1b to p (0-2). COBB, M grounded out to ss (1-0). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.

Canada 6th - MEIDLINGER,M to p for SCHUTTE, B. FLANNIGAN, J grounded into double play ss to 2b (1-2). VALCCE, M grounded out to 3b (0-0). STEPHENSON,A singled to center field (1-1). ROSS, K singled through the left side (1-2); STEPHENSON,A advanced to second. WILLAN, M reached on an error by shortstop (1-1); ROSS, K out at second ss to 2b. 0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
advanced to third on a wild pitch. BALTZELL, M intentionally walked (3-1). COBB, M struck out swinging (0-2). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB.

Canada 10th - ROSS, K placed on second. WILLAN, M placed on first. LUCHANSKI, N singled to pitcher, bunt (0-0); WILLAN, M advanced to second; ROSS, K advanced to third. GELINAS, D singled up the middle, RBI (2-2); LUCHANSKI, N advanced to second; WILLAN, M advanced to third; ROSS, K scored. CARR, E struck out swinging (1-2). LAVALLEE, A hit by pitch, RBI (1-0); GELINAS, D advanced to second; LUCHANSKI, N advanced to third; WILLAN, M scored. FLANNIGAN, J struck out looking (2-2). VALCKE, M singled to third base, RBI (0-0); LAVALLEE, A advanced to second; GELINAS, D advanced to third; LUCHANSKI, N scored. STEPHENSON, A singled to right center, 2 RBI (0-1); VALCKE, M advanced to third; LAVALLEE, A scored; GELINAS, D scored. ROSS, K flied out to lf (3-2). 5 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.

2018 WNT 10th - BALTZELL, M placed on second. COBB, M placed on first. LANSDELL, A struck out swinging (2-2). KIMBRELL, A walked (3-1); COBB, M advanced to second; BALTZELL, M advanced to third. HAMILTON, AJ singled to left center, 2 RBI (0-0); KIMBRELL, A advanced to second; COBB, M scored, unearned; BALTZELL, M scored on an error by lf. COBB, S grounded into double play ss to 2b to 1b (0-0); HAMILTON, AJ out on the play. 2 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 1 LOB.